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a  P u r i c e l l i  c o l l e c t i o n



Puricelli Group

Puricelli was established in 1948 by Luigi Puricelli, 
who understood the development potential of 
plastic laminates and founded an empire over it.
Today, Puricelli is one of the world leading 
businesses in the field of plastic laminates and 
decorative surfaces, boasting a corporate 
structure made up of five production sites, from 
the headquarters in Costa Masnaga (Lecco) to 
its branches in Italy, Greece, Spain and Tunisia.
A multinational company, yet true to its Italian 
heart and core.
Proof of the company’s inclination to operate at 
international level, is its organization as well as 
its widespread marketing services, through which 
the company can reach any market, taking up 
new challenges and seizing new opportunities 
in all those fields based on high technology 
standards and reliability.  
The company’s technical laboratories are on the 
front line in technology development, with an 
R&D center constantly devoted to innovation in 
any fields of application, thus enabling Puricelli 
to timely and efficiently meet any customers need.
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Kitchen & Bathroom
C o l l e c t i o n 

When a product becomes design

Puricelli Group showcases its kitchen and 
bath collection, a new array of ready-to-
buy products that will certainly meet any 
needs in the creation of worktops and 
furniture, as they are highly resistant, 
water and heat proof, anti-bacterial and 
easy to clean. Aesthetics and functionality 
merge into a unique offer born from 
the Group’s 70-year experience in the 
production of High-Pressure Laminates 
(HPLs) and the study of new trends, to 
always conceive original pieces. Finishes, 
colors and textures are carefully selected 

and combined to fully enhance their 
design and technical features and make 
the most of them within a modern and 
eclectic collection. The K&B collection is 
available in 12mm-compact HPLs, and 
- thanks to the wide range of colors to 
choose from to match the surface - it is 
extremely suitable for tops and structural 
elements. Possible add-ons to the whole 
set, then, are the 4mm-compact HPL for 
wall coverings (behind sinks, etc.), the 
0.7mm-laminate for doors and shutters 
and, upon request, ABS edges.
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Products

Technology

Edges

Puricompact
HPL Compact 

MoremattHR

High Resistance
Ultramatte

Anti-fingerprint

 

Purilam 
HPL Laminate 

MoremattG
Ghost

Ultramatte, 
Anti-fingerprint

Puriband ABS edges 

Anti-bacterial surface Phenol-free 

A.BAC

OH
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Puri-System TOP
C o l l e c t i o n

Puricompact & Purilam

PURICOMPACT bilaminates find their 
best application in demanding and 
trying environments, such as kitchens and 
bathrooms. Antistatic, anti-dust and highly 
resistant to scraping, stains, boiling water 
and steam, this product is just perfect for 
worktops, furniture and shutters. Its solidity 
and resistance enhance the lines of every 
design thanks to the extraordinary aesthetic 
features of the Puricompact, which are 
further enriched by a wide array of colors 
and thicknesses.   
The K&B collection is made up of different 
compacts according to the color of the 
bodies matching the decorative features to 
get a stronger material effect and a more 
balanced design.

PURILAM is a single-sided laminate that 
can be used to produce support panels and 
finds its best application in environments 
that need specific sanitary and hygienic 
measures as well as resistance to 
mechanical stresses and scraping. Thanks 
to its long-lasting antistatic and anti-dust 
qualities, Purilam is indeed a great choice 
for kitchens and bathrooms.



4064 Veneziano Gris - fin. CY

6231 Imperial Marble - fin. MN

6026 Desert Road - fin. SN 12mm - fin. NK 0,7mm

6140 Kintsugi Yami - fin. MN

6014 Zebra Marble - fin. MN

0218 Sahara - fin. CY

6116 Nuvolento - fin. MN

0180 Monument Oak - fin. AR

6300 Corten - fin. NK

6145 Black Silk - fin. LA

0983 Black Work - fin. CY

6027 Mountain Road - fin. CY

0982 Brown Work - fin. MN

0273 Samui - fin. BW

3505 Zen Walnut - fin. AR

Core 0040 Kraft

Core 0047 Black

Core 0047 Black

Core 0047 Black

Core 0040 Kraft

Core 0040 Kraft

Core 0017 Ash

Core 0017 Ash

Core 0047 Black

Core 0016 Smoke

Core 0040 Kraft

Core 0015 Tundra

Core 0017 Ash

Core 0017 Safari

Core 0016 Smoke
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Morematt System
C o l l e c t i o n

MoremattHR

Ultra-matte & anti-fingerprint High Resistance (HR)
The MOREMATT HR brand identifies laminates made by 
PURICELLI with state-of-the-art technologies.
Its surface is characterized by nanometric micro “ripples” that 
make it more resistant than any other competing products on 
the market.
The HPL MOREMATT HR laminate is extremely innovative in terms 
of performance and easy to clean. Its aesthetic performance 
determines the core feature of this product – a soft-touch, anti-
fingerprint material with an incredibly low reflectance level.

MoremattG

Ultra-matte & anti-fingerprint Ghost (G)
The GHOST version of the HPL MOREMATT is suitable for an 
even wider range of applications and for a virtually infinite 
offer in terms of decorative options, which recall natural effects 
of marbles and ultra-matte surfaces. MOREMATT G stands out 
among traditional decorative materials for the tactile sensation 
it offers, thanks to its smooth and silky surface.
The ability to self-regenerate, then, gets paramount when it 
comes to micro scratches than can be easily removed with a 
common melamine sponge.



2633 Graphite - fin. MM - HR

2423 Nero Super - fin. MM - HR

Core 2633 Graphite

Core 0047 Black

2409 Bianco Ghiaccio - fin. MM - HR

0164 Cachemire - fin. MM - HR

2633 Graphite - fin. MM - HR

2423 Nero Super - fin. MM - HR

Core 0046 Ice

Core 0164 Cachemire

Core 2633 Graphite

Core 0047 Black



6140 Kintsugi Yami - fin. MM - G

6014 Zebra Marble - fin. MM - G

6133 Marquina - fin. MM - G

6111 Greystone - fin. MM - G

6019 Marmo Calacatta - fin. MM - G

Core 0046 Ice

Core 0040 Kraft

Core 0047 Black

Core 0047 Black

Core 0016 Smoke
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K&B Panels 
L a r g e  i n  s i z e ,  e a s y  t o  h a n d l e  a n d  m o v e

A strong point of the K&B collection is 
the extra-large size of the HPL COMPACT 
panels available for tops. 
The size in 4200 x 1620, notably, comes 
in handy in large projects, with no need 
of joints. However, despite their size, all 
panels can be easily moved and handled, 
with virtually no risk of damage. This quality 
makes them highly competitive compared to 

large panels in other more fragile materials, 
such as marble, ceramic, glass and mineral 
materials.
HPL COMPACT laminates featured in the 
K&B collection are easy to move and apply – 
an important step forward not only in design 
and manufacture possibilities, but also in 
application techniques and transportation.



Compact Wall
C o l l e c t i o n

In order to offer a matching set of products, 
the K&B collection is completed by the 
COMPACT WALL, a 4 mm-panel for 
wall covering. In combination with other 
products from the collection, it is a great 
choice to cover and decorate empty spaces 
between pieces of furniture, cabinets and 
wall mirrors, such as behind the sink, as well 
as to give the other kitchen and bathroom 
walls a boiserie effect. 
This aesthetic solution will reduce the 
number of grout lines thanks to the large 
sizes of the panels, thus creating a uniform 
and eye-catching surface.

COMPACT WALL panels are anti-bacterial 
and resistant to water, steam and difficult 
stains. It is easy to work with, handle and 
apply to walls, notably with double-sided 
adhesive techniques – it’s no surprising, so, 
that it brilliantly succeeded in tests on boats, 
on which it is generally used.
COMPACT WALL panels, just like the other 
items of the K&B collection, are available 
in stock or, upon request, customizable with 
digital images. 
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In order to provide its customers with the 
best services and ensure a full set for its K&B 
collection, the Puricelli Group’s offer is enriched 
with matching edges.
Realized in high quality ABS, these edges fully 
integrate and complete the collection, thanks 
to a perfect combination of thicknesses, colors 
and prints.

Edges
T h e  p e r f e c t  a c c e s s o r y
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Phenol free

Sustainability doesn’t only mean 
safeguarding the environment, but also 
entails a respectful approach in production 
processes and in every single choice we 
make in our everyday life. Puricelli committed 
to implement production procedures, 
supplier selection and environmental impact 
assessments that brought in 2000 to the 
conscious decision to only rely on phenol-
free resins and sustainable production 

OH

processes, conceiving its own eco-friendly 
thermosetting resins. The commitment to 
eliminate this hazardous raw material was 
taken on as a natural choice based on the 
will to ensure our customers that their safety 
is paramount at Puricelli.
On top of that, our production processes 
are FSC-certified, ensuring that raw 
materials used come from verified sources 
and recycled materials.
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A.BAC Technology
A t  t h e  s e r v i c e  o f  w o r k t o p s

K&B
A d v a n t a g e s

Morematt
S p e c i f i c  f e a t u r e s 

A.BAC is a specific solution implemented 
by Puricelli to reduce the risk of contact 
contamination. Its characteristics make 
A.BAC laminates ideal to produce surfaces 
to install in areas such as kitchens and baths, 
which are constantly used in our everyday 
life and contaminated by food and moisture.
A.BAC’s innovative formula is aimed at 
hindering bacterial growth on the surface 
and reducing the existing bacterial load by 
more than 99.9%.

Laboratory tests proved its effectiveness 
against Staphylococcus Aureus and 
Escherichia Coli, which are responsible for a 
great number of infections hard to treat.
Surfaces made with A.BAC technology are 
easy to clean, offering a healthy decorative 
solution that can ensure stability and anti-
bacterial properties throughout its whole life 
cycle.

Antibacterial 

Resistant 
to impacts, 

scratches and 
abrasion 

Easy to handle Matching 
products

Available in 
large sizes

Resistant to stains 
and corrosion

Resistant to 
humidity 

and steam

Anti-fingerprint 
surface 

Extremely low 
reflective surface 

(ultra matte) 

Highly resistant 
surface

Thermoresistant 
(tested at 180°C) 

Easy to clean

Suitable for 
contact with 

food 

Extremely low 
VOC A+ emissions

OH
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Puricompact TOP - 12 and 4 mm

Morematt Compact - 12 and 4 mm

Prodotti

Purilam TOP - 0,7 mm

Morematt Lam - 0,7 mm

Prodotti

ART. FINISH CORE THICKNESS SIZE

0218 SAHARA CY ASH 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1310

6116 NUVOLENTO MN ASH 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1620

6026 DESERT ROAD SN ASH 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1620

4064 VENEZIANO GRIS CY TUNDRA 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1310

6140 KINTSUGI YAMI MN SMOKE 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1620

6014 ZEBRA MARBLE MN KRAFT 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1620

6027 MOUNTAIN ROAD CY BLACK 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1620

0180 MONUMENT OAK AR SAFARI 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1310

3505 ZEN WALNUT AR SMOKE 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1620

6231 IMPERIAL MARBLE MN BLACK 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1620

0982 BROWN WORK MN KRAFT 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1310

0273 SAMUI BW KRAFT 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1310

6300 CORTEN NK KRAFT 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1310

6145 BLACK SILK LA BLACK 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1310

0983 BLACK WORK CY BLACK 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1310

ART. FINISH CORE THICKNESS SIZE

0218 SAHARA CY KRAFT 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

6116 NUVOLENTO MN KRAFT 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

6026 DESERT ROAD NK KRAFT 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

4064 VENEZIANO GRIS CY KRAFT 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

6140 KINTSUGI YAMI MN KRAFT 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

6014 ZEBRA MARBLE MN KRAFT 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

6027 MOUNTAIN ROAD CY BLACK 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

0180 MONUMENT OAK AR KRAFT 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

3505 ZEN WALNUT AR KRAFT 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

6231 IMPERIAL MARBLE MN BLACK 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

0982 BROWN WORK MN KRAFT 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

0273 SAMUI BW KRAFT 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

6300 CORTEN NK KRAFT 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

6145 BLACK SILK LA BLACK 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

0983 BLACK WORK CY BLACK 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

ART. FINISH CORE THICKNESS SIZE

6019 CALACATTA MARBLE GHOST ICE 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1620

6140 KINTSUGI YAMI GHOST SMOKE 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1620

6014 ZEBRA MARBLE GHOST KRAFT 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1620

6133 MARQUINA GHOST BLACK 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1620

6111 GREYSTONE GHOST BLACK 12 and 4 mm 4200 x 1620

2409 BIANCO GHIACCIO HR ICE 12 and 4 mm 3050 x 1300

0164 CACHEMIRE HR CACHEMIRE 12 and 4 mm 3050 x 1300

2633 GRAPHITE HR GRAPHITE 12 and 4 mm 3050 x 1300

2423 NERO SUPER HR BLACK 12 and 4 mm 3050 x 1300

ART.  FINISH CORE THICKNESS SIZE

6019 CALACATTA MARBLE GHOST ICE 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

6140 KINTSUGI YAMI GHOST KRAFT 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

6014 ZEBRA MARBLE GHOST KRAFT 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

6133 MARQUINA GHOST BLACK 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

6111 GREYSTONE GHOST BLACK 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

2409 BIANCO GHIACCIO HR ICE 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

0164 CACHEMIRE HR CACHEMIRE 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

2633 GRAPHITE HR GRAPHITE 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300

2423 NERO SUPER HR BLACK 0,7 mm 3050 x 1300



PURICELLI S.R.L.
Via Nuova Valassina, 3

23845, Costa Masnaga - LC - Italy
Tel: +39 031 855051
Fax: +39 031 855087

info@puricelli.it

www.puricelli-group.com


